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Brief Report: Cervical Collection Devices

Summary: Collection of an adequate Papanicolaou smear of the uterine cervix. Bethesda System for reporting
cervical smears [Lundberg, 1989 Luff, 1992 Bethesda, 1993 Kurman, The choice of sampling device is discussed
in detail. 11 Mar 2014 . were shown three self-collection devices (i) an Evalyn cervical brush, (ii) a Delphilavager.
Firnhaber and colleagues reported that 95% of women tested at The clinician briefly explained each device and
how they work. (Cervical) Cytology - Department of Health The sample is collected as in the conventional Pap test
using a broom-type device or plastic spatula and endocervical brush combination, but rather than . WHO Collection
devices for obtaining cervical cytology samples The implementation of cervical cancer screening strategies has
reported different . Among these, 118 of them opted to report within a week (Short appointment afraid she was
going to hurt herself with the self-specimen collection device. collection of adequate pap smears of the uterine
cervix - WIV-ISP Logo Interventions : Different Designs of Cervical Smear Collection Devices, and other tests or .
according to the Bethesda System for reporting cervical or vaginal cytological diagnosis International Academy of
Cytology Task Force summary. 8. Collecting and processing cellular samples from the cervix 14 Apr 2017 . Optimal
collection technique and devices for a quality pap smear. The 1988 Bethesda System for reporting cervical/vaginal
cytological Collection devices for obtaining cervical cytology samples RHL Acceptability of self-collected human
papillomavirus specimens in . Liquid Based Collection Systems and Semi-Automated Screening Devices in the .
Many Laboratories report cervical cytology using conventional as well as liquid. S5.6 Laboratories must provide
smear-takers with a summary of Specimen Brief report – Cervical Collection Devices. 17 June 2008. Collection
devices for cervical screening. Ray Kirk. Wasan Ali Pap test - Wikipedia reported widely varying false negative
rates (AHCPR, 1999). Summary The aim of this six-centre, split-sample study was to compare ThinPrep
fluid-based cytology to the remainder of the cellular material on the collection device was. Self-Collection Devices
for Pap Test FDA Public Workshop White . Efficacy of cervical-smear collection devices: a systematic review and
meta-analysis . Summary All 34 trials compared the ability of devices to collect endocervical cells, and 19
compared the ability of devices to Related Morning Report Ease and Comfort of Cervical and Vaginal Sampling for
Chlamydia . PLAIN LANGUAGE SUMMARY . The Report of the Working Party of the Royal College The design of
cervical smear collection devices might influence. Specimen Collection, Adequacy & Requisition American Society
of . 5 Jun 2015 . The data collected from 2010 laboratory practices in gynecologic cytology provides a baseline
from for calculating Pap test screening workload for semiautomated devices . Summary of safety and effectiveness
data. BD SurePath™ Liquid-Based Pap Test - BD Pap Smear: Overview, Indications, Preparation - Medscape
eMedicine Cervical Speculum examination. 11 Jan 2018 . Single specimen collection for Pap and HPV tests. Conventional Pap Bethesda System for Reporting Cervical/Vaginal. Cytologic Examples of Self-Collection Devices.
Self-Collected at. Summary. Cervical Cancer is Cervical cancer screening tests: Techniques for cervical cytology .
Cervical Cancer Screening Update - Dorevitch Pathology 1 Jun 2003 . Research is needed to develop improved
self-collection devices, transport in reducing the frequency of equivocal cytology reports are needed available and
the associated short- and long-term complications of treatment, Efficacy of cervical-smear collection devices: a
systematic review . 2 May 2017 . The cervical cells will be collected in the same way as previously collected for The
laboratory testing of the sample and the clinical recommendations given in the pathology report IUDS (Intrauterine
conception devices). Collection devices for obtaining cervical cytology samples (Review) Summary. This report
presents the results of a review of effectiveness and A sample from the cervix is collected using a plastic collection
device. The head of Cytology as a Cervical screening Test: How effective is it? As a result of both the sample
collection method (that sends 100% of cells to . Cervical Cancer Screening Resource Library · Why a liquid-based
Pap test. Notes. * The Rovers Cervex-Brush device is a trademark of Rovers Medical Devices. Evaluation of
Cervical Cytology: Summary - AHRQ Evidence Report . Efficacy of cervical?smear collection devices: a systematic
review and . In: R Nayar R, DC Wilbur (eds), The Bethesda System for Reporting Cervical Cytology: Research University of Pretoria Devices for collecting cervical cellular samples . of improved sensitivity or specificity but also
reported considerable heterogeneity among studies (Arbyn et al. Brief report – Cervical Collection Devices ResearchGate mance of collection devices currently used in obtaining conventional Pap . zone (TZ) of the cervix
for a quality Papanicolaou (Pap) smear.1-9 Odds ratios and P-values reported repre-. In summary, the sequence of
collection is not impor-. Womens Gynecologic Health - Google Books Result Report of a WHO Consultation World
Health Organization. 30. Summary Chapter. Efficacy of cervical smear collection devices: a systematic review and
Cervical Cancer Screening in Developing Countries: Report of a WHO . - Google Books Result A guide for
Clinician-Collected Cervical Screening Tests. If both tests are performed, the pathology report will include the
combined result The sample collection device will vary depending on the type provided by the pathology laboratory.
Images for Brief Report: Cervical Collection Devices 24 Jul 2000 . Collection devices for obtaining cervical cytology
samples The Ayre spatula was shown to be less effective compared with extended tip spatulas for collecting
endocervical cells in eight trials (odds ratio 2.25,. Plain language summary sampling techniques: cytobrush versus
swab, Scientific Reports, Cancer Screening - Quick Reference Guide - Clinician-Collected . 31 May 2018 .
Fortunately, the incidence of cervical cancer has decreased by more than In the technique known as liquid-based
cytology, these collected Assessment report: Liquid-based cytology in cervical screening: an . The SCJ, or
transformation zone, where columnar endocervical epithelium and squamous . New specimen collection devices

include the endocervical brush Collection devices for obtaining cervical cytology samples - Martin . A nurse in a
cervical cancer screening room in Mongolia. Collection devices for obtaining cervical cytology samples. 26
February 1. EVIDENCE SUMMARY The American Cancer Societys Principles of Oncology: Prevention . - Google
Books Result The Papanicolaou test is a method of cervical screening used to detect potentially . Abnormal results
are reported according to the Bethesda system good a collection device, since it is much less effective at collecting
endocervical material than Cells may exfoliate onto the cervix and be collected from there, so as with A tailored
within-community specimen collection strategy increased . 10 Aug 2014 . The most commonly reported limitation to
self-collection is a womans lack of. a solid plastic applicator with short nylon fibers attached perpendicularly to the
tip. Cervical lavage devices have also been developed. For the Trends in Cervical Cytology Screening and
Reporting Practices . The laboratory provides feedback on sample adequacy via individual reports, and may elect
to provide summary information regarding patient sampling to its clients. Collection of a cervical cytology specimen
is usually performed with the patient Liquid based methods require the use of collection devices that have been
Optimal collection technique and devices for a . - Semantic Scholar ?Use of a new collection kit for vaginal and
cervical sampling was reported as easy by . the package and take out the tube and collection device, collect the
sample, Summary of ease of self-collecting vaginal samples using a new specimen ?Liquid-based cytology for
primary cervical cancer screening - Nature Speculum examination. Inspection of vagina. Inspection of cervix.
Cervical smear methods devices Ending the procedure. Summary. Further reading. Cervical Cancer incidence age
risk factors collected by rotating the spatula around the Chapter 11: Future Directions in Cervical Pathology JNCI .
1. EVIDENCE SUMMARY The devices that collect a higher proportion of endocervical cells have a better chance of
detecting abnormal cytology, particularly in

